BEIT BRODETSKY
Residential Aliyah Program for Young Adult Olim to Israel
The Beit Brodetsky program provides new immigrants to
Israel with comprehensive services for a “soft landing,” Hebrew
skills, employment counseling, trips around Israel and chances to
make friends and build a social network. It is located in Tel Aviv, the
center of Israel’s economy, communications, commerce and visual
and performing arts. The neighborhood around Beit Brodetsky,
Ramat Aviv, is a modern and prestigious area that is home to Tel
Aviv University, other colleges, museums, parks, restaurants and
nightlife.
The program at Beit Brodetsky lasts five months and is geared
toward young adults who wish to become students or professionals
in Israel. The goals of the program are to give you a strong base in
the Hebrew language and provide the guidance and support you
need for successful integration into Israeli society.

BEIT BRODETSKY
Residential Aliyah Program for Young Adult Olim to Israel
The program includes:
((Morning Hebrew classes: five hours per
day, five days a week
((Workshops and lectures on preparing
for life in Israel
((Employment consulting
((Individual guidance and counseling
((Guided tours of historical, religious and
cultural sites around the country
((Jewish and Israeli holiday celebrations
and other cultural events
Eligibility
Beit Brodetsky is open to new immigrants
aged 18-35 who hold high school diplomas.
Admission is open to singles and to married
couples without children.
Accommodations
Participants in the dormitories live in tworoom apartments, with two residents
assigned to each room. Every apartment is
equipped with basic furniture and equipment:
((Kitchen: refrigerator, microwave, kettle
and hotplate
((Each bedroom: two single beds, one
closet, two desks, two chairs, air
conditioner and TV.
((Bathroom with standing shower
Participants are required to provide their own
linens (bedding and towels), a warm blanket,

pillow and kitchenware (pots and pans,
dishes, etc).
Participants are responsible for their own
meals.
There is an option to participate as an
“external student,” that is, study in the
Hebrew ulpan and join all the activities,
without living in the Beit Brodetsky
dormitories.
Cost
The cost for the entire five-month Beit
Brodetsky program for young adult olim,
including accommodations, is 7,450 NIS,
plus a deposit of 500 NIS.
The cost covers all program activities,
accommodations and the use of utilities
(water, electricity, wi-fi and cable TV). It is
payable in three payments, which will be
transferred from your bank account during
the program.
The 500 NIS deposit is returned at the
conclusion of the program to participants
who have fulfilled all their obligations.
The cost for olim joining as “external
students” is 750 NIS for the entire five
months.
Start Dates
The program runs twice each year, once
starting after the autumn Jewish holidays
(October-November, and once after Passover
(April-May).

In order to apply the program, please contact The Jewish Agency’s Global Center – Aliyah Hotline:
www.jewishagency.org/Global_Center
To ask questions about the program, please contact us at
beit.brodetsky@gmail.com

